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A PureDemocracy of . . . . Letters

Books! What a conglomeration of emotion

and thought is provoked in the undergraduates

head-piece by the pronouncement of that group
of syllables. From the moment he first puts
foot on the compus-green (or concrete walk) he

is bombarded in terms of of “books”. He comes

to college for “learning”. Well, buy a book,

sign up for a class and you're on your way to

wisdom. Hence forth he will be estimated in

terms of books read, known; and, unfortunately,

also in terms of books not read and unknown.

Personality, intellect and emotional set-up, it is

all the same. Nothing escapes the book cateé-
goricalizing. Hence Freshmen, Sophomore, Jun-

jor and Senior beware. What books are you

reading?

. About 1859 Emerson mentioned something

about “Meanwhile the colleges, whilst they pro-

vide us with libraries, furnish no professors of

books, and I hink no-chair is so much wanted.”

Many years later other men of insight foresaw

the same need and value in having such an in-
dividual on the campus, and not without effect.

Today Rollins College is striving to fulfill that

need and goes down in history as the first college

to have a full professor of Books. And notwith-

out acclaim in spite of Mr. Abraham Flexner.

Brothers College has not seen its way clear to
follow the example set by Rollins but has not ig-

nored the problem. Now we have our Reading

Ww and shel or it edSod a eagos“ there.” O. Gerald Lawson,"
versity, always alert on the subject of books, has

taken the selection of books seriously and has

made known that he has something that may
prove of interest and benefit to the college. That
simply is a worthwhile list of the hundred best

books chosen by prominent Americans which

every American between the ages of 20 and 45,

should read. The list was compiled by Nathan

G. Goodman, with the assistance of one hundred

educated men and women whose names are in

“Who's Who in America,” The arrangement is

in order of their popularity. Thinking that the
men on the Drew campus would be interested in

posséssing such a list he has managed to secure
a goodly number and they may now be obtained

at the desk in both the Cornell library and the

College study. The list not only has the backing

of the information given above and the recom-

mendation of Mr. Lawson but coming as a bulle-
tin from the American Library Association re-
ceives furtherindication of its merit as a guide

or standard for reading on cultural subjects.

Whether you intend to use the list in the capacity

recommended or not, it is interesting neverthe-

‘less to check over and see at a glance how your

list of books already indulged in compares with

theselections of people who are supposed to

“know”.
 

The Year |Book

The Junior class is tremendously occupied in

editing a year book. All this industry at the

instigationof the class of 32. The Seniors must
have at least one souvenir besides their diplomas

when they graduate from Brothers College. But
a Senior class in the midst of theses and .com-

prehensives cannot bebothered withadditional-
difficulties; so it was put up to the Junior class

to show their loyalty by taking the responsibility.

~ ‘The year book when it comes out, will be of

universal interest. As it will be the first year

book that the college has issued it will be re-
trospective in character. In fact, it will be a
four year book. :

Roger Kingsland heads the staff as Editor-in-

chief while Everett Lare supports the understak-
ing as Business manager. The various editors
and their assistants are already at work. A
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photographer has taken pictures of the campus.
The White Company of New York will do the
rest of our photographic work. The Colyer com-
pany of Newark holds the entire contract. If
the staff has the co-operationof the student-body,
the Oak Leaves will go to press in January.
Just as a sales talk: Isn't Oak Leaves a fitting

name? Does it not suggest our campus? The
cover design will have the idea worked out very
neatly. As the materials which are being used
are of a superior grade and as the work will
be as original as the editors can make it, $1200 is
a fair estimate of the cost. You canunderstand
why your subscription money will be acceptable
at any time.

India’s Salutation to America
It is the privilege of a pilgrim from the East

to stand at the portals of the temple of learning
in the West and ask “What will you give me?”

The challenge does not come from a flippant

spirit of self-sufficiency. arises from a rever-

ent spirit of quest which | marked the history

of Hindustan from the dim distant past when

her hoary-headed sages sang the hymns of the
Rig Veda from their Himalyan, pine-girt caves.

And it is natural for one coming from that

Oriental land of dreamers to stand almost breath-
less with admiration and ask, “Land of cloud-

veiled Skyscrapers! What secret have you glean-

ed from the stars? What message have your
= -radio-posts caughtfrom thesunrise?”

One3668not leave homeandtravela distance
of eleven thousand miles without being in earnest.

And yet sometimes when critically inquiring

glances seem to ask “Are you one of us)” one

feels guilty of taking advantage of the courtesy

of another nation. It is impossible not to feel

indebted, not merely for being tolerated, but for

being greeted and welcomed by strangers whose

gracious courtesy forbids them from being
strange and inspires them with a friendliness -

which more than doubles my debt. Monuments of

stone perish. Monumental friendships remain. A’
feeling of gratitude chastens national pride. In-
ternationalism is possible when Friendship pre-
sides.

Climbing the stairway of the dormitory arm-in-
arm with a friend, race is forgotten, and one is

conscious only of the ascent of man, an ascent

from snobbery to mutual respect, from prejudice

to mutual understanding, from earth to heaven,

an ascent which must be made arm-in-arm by
East and West. Thomas Hardy was right when

he said “The exchange of international thought

is the only salvation of the world’. —C. M.

The Music of the Spheres
Those who have heard from time to time the

stirring strains of well-blended voices pouring

forth from the Rogers House every Monday eve-

ning, will be interested to know that this worthy

group is about to announce a pre-Christmas con-

cert. The exact date has not yet been decided

upon but it is with a sense of expectancy that

the University circle awaits a hearing of the

 

_ University Glee Club whose membership is larger
than ever and prospects for which, Dr. Smith has

been quoted as saying, “Are simply great!” Ru-
mor has it that Dr. Smith is planning to enter '

. this organization in the National Glee Club Con-

test. However, Dr. Smith has not yet affirmed

this hearsay. But no matter, suffice it to say,

that indeed, those who attend the concerts this

year shall hear the finest choice in selections and
a tone quality which far surpasses that of last
year.
At a recent meeting of this organization, the

following officerswere elected for the coming

year. President, John Lnnon, who held this po-
sition last year, as well, Business Manager, Ed-
Wa Voegtien, and Librasian; RistiuondAtm

%

Birth Control
A recent copy of the local week-end Gazette

with its usual clarity of thought and expression
begged to inform its readers that the Men's
Forum of the Methodist Church had substribed
wholeheartedly to the Catholic viewpoint on Birth
Control. We will not take time or space toex-
plain the Catholic attitude toward Birth Control
but would refer the reporter and the Men’s Club
to the Pope's “Encyclical on Marriage”and let

them see the progressive step with which they
are identified.

In direct contrast to this is the attitude which
resulted from the University reconciliation trip
on Birth Control, Sex Education and Companion-
ate Marriage. The trip started with a visit to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art where the group

under the direction of Dr. Eliot White, viewed
“Love Art which depicts the Art of Love where
goodness and beauty meet in uplifting ecstasy”.
In the middle of the afternoon Mrs. Margaret
Sanger spent an hour withus, speaking and ans-
wering questions. The calmness andsaneness
which she portrayed in her appeal for an under-
standing of the necessity for and aims of the

Birth Control movement made of us interested
listeners. Mrs. Sanger's talk and discussion was
followed by a tour of inspection and explana-
tion of the Birth Control Clinic organized as the
first step n 4 National movetheht, Those Hem:

Sanger for her claritying yhpor straighttor.

ward honesty in answering queries and her co-

operation in making the trip a success.

In the early evening Dr. Edith Hale Swift

spoke on the technique of Sex Education. The

ease ,straight-forwardness and fineness which she

showed in discussing her topic were perfect ex-

amples of the way in which the subject must
be undertaken if we can be persuaded to lose our

prudishness and false ideas of morality. Here,

again, the answers to questions were of such
a nature that they could ‘be used in every-day

life. Many were heard to venture the statement

that it was the best thing of its kind they had
ever heard.

Here then was a group of University men—

the fathers of the near future—who are inter-

ested in and apparently in favor of the Birth

Control Movement. On the other hand the

“Eagle” shows us a group of men from all walks

of life who are diametrically opposed to it. Which

is right? The University man finds that on ec-
onomic, social, physical, and mental grounds
Birth Control is justified and though there may

be a moral question involved it is outweighed by
the advantages. The average man—as repre-

sented in the Men'sClub—while openly opposed
11 1 NOI TenoWoed Yor bis 1e7Se family.

TerpsichoreRules .
On November 6th, the festive spirit invaded

Roger House. Autumn leaves were strewn

around by way of decoration while the lights
were dimmed foreffect. The College orchestra

manufactured the music and the rhythm. Inci-

dentally, this was the first public appearance of

the Orchestra. It goes without saying, that thetr
services will be required again. Their pla

was remarked upon as the evening progressed.

In spite of the decorations, lights,music and
refreshments, the guests appeared to enjoythem-
selves. Writing of guests,—well the boysex-

hibited good taste. Origmals the ida40 si

brawl were for the denizens of RogerRoger House,

with possibly a few privileged a;Tuweves,
it turned outthat some s

aTroutsges,wnalls
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Selling Brothers College

We have received an announcement to the ef-

fect that the Commencement of the University is

to be moved forward one week to permit the dele-

gates to the General Conferenc at Atlantic City to

visit the Campus, renew their relations and get

a clearer understanding of the value and relation-

ship of Brothers College to the University as

a whole. The students of the University should

be and are glad to co-operate in this movement

which the Trustees deem advisable. Neverthe-

less, we cannot but wonder concerning its final

value.

Wherever a group of Seminary alumni are

gathered together, feeling runs high against the

establishment of the College. At the same time

they speculate as to Drew's strength in the “tri-

» Boston and Garrett held the Sgvas-

of betrig one branch of a University m

they could draw and ig ch i

could and did gain prestige. re are none

can say that Drew has not progressed in this

respect during the past two years. President

Brown, as head of the University, has done more

to increase the fame and prestige of Drew Uni-

versity than he ever could have done as Presi-

dent of Drew Seminary. Brothers College is

attempting, we hope, & unique experiment in

education. The eyes of many educators are turn-

ed, thus, upon ‘the University and its three

branches profit equally. The enrollment in the

College is to be limited to Jess than five-hundred

students; those who fear that the Seminary will

be greatly eclipsed in size may put their minds :

at rest. The enlarging of the University means

an increase in the well-trained faculty, and thru

the arrangement whereby students may take in-

ter-changeable courses, a broadening of the con-

tacts and views of all.

If Brothers College needs to be sold to the

Seminary Alumni, which we doubt; or if anything

would result from its being sold, which seems

improbable; then the very facts of the case should

do the selling to the thinking man.There 1s
“always one other group which must be consider-

ed—the sentimentalists. They think of Drew as

they knew it in the old days—a small group of

“men seeking a commonidea and serving a com-

mon cause—and they shun the idea of develop-

ment and organization. To them we might

suggest that organization will result in develop--

ment which is essential to all life. Times change

and greater demands are made upon all profes-

sions includingthe ministry. If the ministry—

is to maintain a position in the world it must

constantly raise its standards—which, sad to say,

has not always been the case. The introduction

of a Collegeof Liberal Arts that specializes in

achievementof scholarship can have only. one

effect on the Seminary; namely, the raising of

its standards to the point where.the graduates

of theSeminary are able to cope adequately with

the problems of the University-trained man. The

College will inevitably act as a measuring stick

that will spur the other Departments to attain

higher levels of leadership and scholarship. The

Graduate School, in turn, will have a sobering and
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 mellowing effectupon the undergraduate and

thru the whole will runan inter-changing of -
ideas and a fostering of a Christian fellowship

which can be the distinguishing mark of a great-

er Drew. —F.B. L.

Quo Vadis?
To begin in the accepted Hough homiletical

manner one would find it necessary to start with

antiquity and run one’s elevator up and down
the centuries, stopping at various points to out-
line diversant ideas of Utopia; but time and

space, sad to say, will not permit.

Three years ago a Utopian idea of education
became a reality on our campus. A group of men

decided that it was possible to run a college on
other than the generally accepted principles of

American education, and were willing to make
the noble experiment. Like Quintilian they be-

lieved that educational processes should not be

judged by utilitarianism but by the touchstone

of culture. They did not believe ,as do some in-
dividuals in other parts of the university, “that

true education ends with the rote learning of

undigested information” but rather begins with

“a knowledge of the great cultures of the world.”
High standards were set up and the student body

“hand-picked” with supposed care. By such a

process of selection they hoped to be able to

put the student on his own—a super-curriculum,

reading weeks, browsing courses, comprehensive

exams and honors degrees were some of the in-

novations to which the student was introduced.

The first two years were fairly easy but in

the third year outside forces began to apply pres-

sure to the structure. Educational Commissions

came, went, and made their reports; the row

grew harder to hoe; the cry reached them to

conform. The attitude of our faculty and its ex-
ecutives should certainly be opposed to conform-

ity, but unlike Caesar’s wife hey are not above

suspicion. :

We live in an age of curves. All of us are

conversant with modern fatigue curves, produc-

tivity curves, prices level curves and efficiency

curves, but what of the grade curve! Universi-

ties on the whole have become factories turning
out studentsinmassproductionmanner,

each with the stamp of uniformity. Efficiency
demands that an achievement level be set and so

a normal grade curve is worked ou to which each

instructor is asked to conform. Ought there to

 

‘be a grade curve or grade norm in Brothers Col-

lege? Are we to put up high aims of scholarship

and efficiency, weed men out carefully, put them

. thru comprehensives and still-say the average
must not be too high? Do we expect a man to

learn the thoughts of others and grade his me-
mory or are we to teach him to think his own

thoughts and reward his efforts accordingly ? For

in thelast analysis “educo” does not meanlearn-
ing by memory or rote. ;
We must finally come to a vital question. Are

we to be judged by the archaic and antiquated
standards of so-called American education or are
we to judge that same system by your own stan-

dards? If we accept the former, our dream has

failed as truly as did Plato's and we become just

another unit in the vast system of uniformpro-

duction. To accept the latter means that we

turn a deaf ear to the demand for conformity

and press on in search of our goal—excellence.

Spinoza closes his dissertation “On the Power

of the Human Intellect” in words we might do

well to remember—*“Ifthe road Ihave shown to
lead to this is very difficult, it can yetbe discov-
ered. And clearly itmust beveryhardwhenit

is so seldom found But all things excellent

are as difficult as they are rare.”
The paramount need today is to instill in our

educational system new life, higher ideals and
more worthwhile achievements. True belief in!

an idea presupposes and demands a striving to

achieve it and a desire to “sell” it. Let us be -

leaders in a new endeavor, not followers of a

mechanized system. —F. B .L.
 

An Explanation

After more than a month’sdelay the “Acorn”

has finally gone to press. In & new. school one
naturally expects to find certain handicaps to

overcome in the field of student activity, but we

were beset by anunexpected lack of co-operation.

Given a student body of less than a hundred men

‘and the task of publishing once a month is stu-

pendous; it follows that only the support of the

entire University could bring about its success.

Strange tosay, such did not appear to be the
case.The University officials are in hearty sup-
port of the venture but could not see their way
clear to aid the paper. Their contribution came

in the form of subtracting from the student-
activity.fee of two-thirds 6f the University the
subscription to the “Acorn”. It must be said in
fairness that the action was instigated by the

Seminary. A finer example could not be had of
the spirit of co-operation which they invariably

show and of the fine feeling of helpfulness which
characerizesthe relationship of the two groups.

Thru the medium of advertising and as a re-
sult of the hard and fruitful work of the busi-

ness department the “Acorn” finds itcelf in a

position to publish as usual. We feei that ia
supplying an organ for student-faculty news and

opinion a dfinite purpose can be served; namely
‘to make of Brothers College the finest and strong-

est school of which we can conceive.

—F. B. L.

Evening

The fitful breeze has stilled its aimless flight

While nothing moves the restless poplar trees.

Calm reigns o'er all; we wait approach of night,

Bach silenced by something which he sees.

The afterglow still lingers in the west,
The hermit thrush yet trills his even-song.

Dark shadows creep around the rough hill’s crest.

Darkness will blot out all this, ere long.

Now heavenly tinted lamps begin to show
And fill the velvet space with twinkling light.

They dull the lights of towns with their steady
glow :

These ever-watchful guardians of the night.

“TheDesert of Noise——"

“The noise descended from above,
The plaster fell, the air was white,
The warning bell broke through the din,

The waiters race to see who'll win.”

This unpremeditated outburst of lyric melody
comes to us, of certaain, from one who hag been
truly inspired. In an age when such simplicity

in the venting of feelings is too seldom found

in our poetry ,one can not but enjoy this naive
expression. But even more significant is the
penetrating thought conveyed within its pointed

lines. At first one wouldbé doubtless bewildered

at the usage of the term, “waiters”. You ask

in your innocence, “Pray tell, sir, hath the poet

in mind a fire, or is it rather a roadhouse scene”.

And you do well to ask. Another questions the

probability of people waiting and at the same

time racing, and even such did contain any logic,

the practicality of staging a race with the plas-

ter falling. But to all such quizzing, we can
only reply that sucs questions are far-fetched

for they entirely misconstrue the true spirit in

which the poem was written. Reason will play

the false in such a poetical thought as this. Cast
her aside. Indeed, the poet is writing on the
worthy theme of our “Drew Dining Hall”. Her

point of view is from below. Her feelings are

those of any who are awakened regularly every
* morning, whether they desire it or not, by the
heavy shod hoofs of the waiters, who are forced

to remembereachmeal long after they have

eatn it, through the medium of raucous singing

and more stampeding, and wholive inconstant
fear of a soup bath, following the prayer and

preceding the meal, when the waiters fly merrily
from the portals of the kitchen. One of the

dear souls remarked not long ago, “Even if we

do sing “Ah! Men”, soinvitingly to them asthey

come out, we do wish they would control their
loving ardor for us to the point of going slow

and easy around the corners”. So it isthat we
have a poet from their midst coming forth with

such deep lyric feelings. To one who has actually

experienced these same ‘sensations, then, how

strong it the reality of this stirring line:

“The waiters race to see who'll win”.

~ Heard at the Rogers House one evening:

Stop........You're stepping on my toes.

Hey, you, Get off that roof!

I hope these stairs were swept.
Who is that in the corner?
Knock, - Knock.

 

to all institutions of higher learning. Kssays
must be submitted to the headquarters of the
Foundation in Philadelphia not later than Sep-
tember 15, 1932, and are limited to 5000 words.
A number of prominent professors of German at

some of the leading American colleges and uni-

versities have agreed to serve as judges.”

By som, such an announcement will be re-
ceived with cool, unconcerned acceptance. For
others a glowing desire to accept this challenge
will be kindled within him. Such an undertaking
means work as well as someability, but re-
meémber this, that work diligently and conscien-
tiously done often outweighs the indolent though

more capable. Youhave a chance to win. Only
one hindrance stands between you and the prize,
and that is conscientious effort. Brothers College

need hide he rface in shame, if no son of her en-
ters this contest. Take up your pens, oh you
aspirants! Take down that oldink bottle, you

hesitant, timid souls, and begin tomorrow. At

the end of the year, you, too, will be convinced
that for the most thorough-going happiness, the

“Pen’'s the Thing”.
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_ One of the outstanding features of thequestion-
naire submitted to the student body of Brothers
College last year dealing with student activities -
and an endeavor to discover the students reac-

surprising to the school officials to seethe com-

paratively large number of the student body who

same hour; to be held at least once&week.
Wednesday was selected as the day for that

meeting and a suitable order of service was
drawn up. As the meeting 1s for student affairs
and secular functions everyone in the college is
expected to attend. However, like the chapel

services it is non-compulsory. A list of interest-
(ing speakers has been secured to deliver infor-
mative talks directly after the usual student an-
nouncements. .

This student convocation then is the adminis-

trations answer to a direct student demand for
such. Its success will of course depend upon the

response of the student body. And because the

college is at the embryonic tage where the for-

mation of enduring traditions is acute, it is high-

ly essential that the reaction be favorable and

demonstrated by prompt attendance and interest
in the affaris that go on at that time. Vacant
chairs and general indifference on the part of

the upperclassmen concerning the topics discuss-
ed will insure aspeedy panning out of abrilliant

student suggestion. There is no need to enumer-
ate the benefits derived from such a convocation
of the student body and to permit it to wane or

falter in the least bit merely because of a lack

of the moral fier necessary to grdSp the oppor-
tunities presented, is something one does not hope
to find in any college let alone atDrew.
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So meet th chaperones again rather

cend aloft onto the roof. Star gazing an

spirational pleasure, but as a pastime on th
roof of the Rogers House, it is dangerous.

off! :

It is to be hoped that in the future, the Rogers

House can indulge in revels that will appeal to
all of its inmates. Terpsichore has had her turn,

for whom the festive wreathes next?

By the Way

There will be no hockey team this year. We

lack sufficient funds, a captain-elect, and several

good players to carry on with. Nevertheless, we

wish the fencing club would cease to appropriate

the Hockey uniforms as there ought to be a
hockey team one year from now.

Isn't it about time that we had a University
or College night down at the local theatre?
Amuse the town, and likewise ourselves. How
about getting together as a group now and then
anyway ?
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: Footballall a la Touch

The Freshman eleven tasted defeat at the

hands of the Upperclass team in what proved to

the spectators by sending down to defeat a team

which was better organized and composed of
seemingly superior material. Perhaps it was the

over-confidence of the Frosh and the grim de-

termination of Sophs & Co. combined with the

“out to win spirit’ ‘of the hurriedly mustered
boys which ended the game the way it did, but

the breaks for the day went to the Upperclass

team. '
As the game opened we had Captain Kingsley

and his cohorts receiving at the East goal. These
well drilled Frosh impressed the fans. It looked

-like sure victory for the Freshmen with but time .-

to check their scoring. These boys marched
down the field by a series of short passes from
Kingsley to Strange and the Upperclassmen were

soon back, still valiently fighting, now in the

shadows of their goal. The Frosh lost the ball

on the twenty-yard line when the Sophs Inc.
were aided by a five-yard penalty. Though the
wind was with Lutz, the Freshmen tore thru that

line and almost blocked the punt which went out

of bounds on the Upperclass thirty-yard line. Two

intercepted passes, one by Smith and the other

by Lutz, kept the ball away from the Sophs

goal. In the second quarter Robinson on a fake

lateral pased lengthily over centre to Lonsdale.

Kingsley apparently had the ball in his hands

but when he tried to pull it down it went thru to

Lonsdale who raced the remaining thirty yards

for a touchdown. This proved to be the only

"marker for the Upperclass and the only touch-
down of the game.

In the last half the Freshmén had all the better

of it, and in the beginning of the last quarter

it seemed as though the Frosh had to score. Lutz

punted out of danger when the Frosh lost the

ball on downs. On the punt Kingsley, playing

safety man, brought the ball back for about ten

yards where he was run out of bounds. Here
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tie Frosh Siatted a march or the goal which

seemed almost unstopable, Pitkin fleeted around
left end and brought the ball to the three yard

line for a first and ten. The Upperclass again

held true to form and the Frosh failed to score,

losing the ball on downs on the three yard mark-

er. The Upperclass immediately called a punt
formation, but a bad pass from centre got away
from Lutz. He recovered as a thundering herd
of Frosh came in to cover him. The Sophs Inc.

put the ball into play thru scrimmage as there

was but three minutes left to play. After three
unsuccessfulattempts at end Lutz made a beau-
tiful punt against the wind and put the ball near

midfield. The Frosh tried to run the end un-

successfully and the game ended with the ball
in possession of the Frosh; score Upperclass 6,
Froh 2.
This was the first of a series of three games to

be played. Best two out of three will decide whe-

ther or not the Frosh rules are to be abandoned.
The Upperciass representatives were: Hastings,

Smith, Allen, Edwards, Warford, Klinetob, Rein-

ard, Lonsdale, Armour, Robinson, Lutz. The
Frosh trotted out: Strange, Goldenberg, Voegtlen,

Keil, Owen, Fielding, Lewis, Pikin, Leone, Mac-
murphy, Kinsley, Leinthall. The officials were
Mr. Lyght, and Mr. Lindstrom of Alleghany.

With an Ear to the Ground

With the Thanksgiving vacation less than a
week away bringing with it a change in the

athletic season, the talk in the gym is already

turning to basketball. And with Dabinett going

into a huddle with Coach Wilson so frequently

we are led to suspect that the final arrangements

are being made to get off to an early start this

year. When approached for information Coach

Wilson said he had little to announce as yet, plans

 

 

C.J. HUEG

WATCHES JEWELRY

Prompt Repairs to Optical Goods

58 MAIN ST. ‘Tel. 68-1461

 

 

 

 

Lackawanna Restaurant
is

YOUR RESTAURANT

From 6 A. M. till 4 A. M.

54 MAINST. MADISON    
 
 

MUELLER’S
CONFECTIONERY

DREW’S

DOWNTOWN

HEADQUARTERS    

not being complete. Even the schedule which
ordinarily would be ready for publication long

before this is still a mystery. Why this is ,we

cannot definitely say. It is quite certain how-
ever that the pre-Christmas gameswill be elim-
inated this year and the season will not officially

open until after the Christmas holidays. But that

will not hinder the prospective early start as
Coach Wilsonis expecting o make the first call

for practiceduring the first weekin December.

After a brief review of the material, fundamen-

tals will be imparted and a series of stiff work-

outsfollow in order to weed out all but the

Wilson will have no easy task on his hands

this year if a winning ball club is expected.

Last season was not of the best both in regard

too material and the cooperation of the players.

The psychological reaction resulting from the

comfortable realization that once on the varsity

you could not be displaced proved tobe theteam’s =

chief handicap last year and we wonder if it will
be repeated in 1932. The freshman class should

possess some good material and if only a matter
of time it can be polished and used effectively

this year.

Manager Biaz has let out the information that

practically all the games this season will be

at home. Hence the University will have no

point in claiming lack of campus contests and
attendance at all games ought to be onevery
college man’s schedule.

Most of last year’s varsity has returned to

school and will be available. However here will

be nodoubt two or possibly three posts that may
have to be filled on accoun tof the men not being

able to make the grade scholastically. Wilt,

Schroll, and Dabinett will be playing their last
year for Drew and with two seasons of inter-

collegiate experience already. behind them we

ough to see some fast playing on the home floor -
after the opening whistle blows.

“We'll have peace even if we have to fight for

it”, Brother Wolf.

 

 

MADISON’S
ARMY and NAVY STORE

Outdoor E
109, discount toDrew Students

5 Lincoln Place Tel. 6-1271

 

 

 

 

THE COMPLETE MEN’S SHOP

KURTZ

STETSON HATS FLORSHEIM SHOES
FASHION PARK CLOTHES

Manhattan Shirts

Ask about our Special Rates to Students

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

Telephone 968 Madison, N. J.

 

 

 

 

Cleaning Pressing
Repairing

FRANCO

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

From $20.00 up
Suits for all formal occasions for hire

10 WAVERLY PL. Tel. 6-0809
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CHEVROLET
SALES AND SERVICE

Banta Motors, Inc.
RELIABLE USED CARS

134 Main St. Tel. 6-1230    
 

 
 

   




